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Oscars Politics
By Chris Bush J February 1, 2014

The producers in Hollywood are smarter than you think. They don't just throw their millions of dollars
at any script that sits in their mailbox. They know precisely what kind of story appeals to both the
Academy Awards panel and the majority of the American audience. They know many Americans love
the perception that they're able to appreciate, and laud challenging high art even if it's depth is an
illusion. Perhaps more importantly, they know their audience ultimately view movies as a quick
escape. They're a journey away from their lives for two hours and then a return to our existence with
no baggage. They don't want emotional ties to a movie, or thoughts about a deeper meaning while in
the shower, or dreams about what the film is saying about their lives.
Before the nomination period, (around November every year) Hollywood producers invest in movies
based around this concept. They rearrange some of its tropes, and convince its watchers that they have
seen something special.
Yearly, there's a particular movie or performance that gains traction among fans and critics that can

influence the selection of winners in each category. As of now, American Hustle is the hottest movie
both critics and moviegoers are talking about and precisely the kind of movie the Academy loves; a
renowned, star-laden cast in their prime, and a fast paced, comedic plot with just enough drama to
warrant best picture consideration. Some of its detractors say the film isn't worth the hype and is too
safe, too simple to win Best Picture. It fully engrosses throughout its entire running time, but is
forgotten shortly after the drive home.
Opposite of American Hustle is 12 Years a Slave which is dark, unrelentingly brutal, emotional, and
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necessary. A portion of people feel the movie is too difficult to watch, too gritty to warrant Best
Picture consideration. A similar situation occurred during last years’ awards with the movies Argo and
Zero Dark Thirty. Argo like American Hustle, takes a dramatic, tense predicament and adds levity and
triumph to the story. Zero Dark Thirty portrays America’s anti-terrorism efforts as amoral but justified,
undermining the perception of what the country stands for.
Typically, most of the American audience has a penchant to evade the darker side of the countries
origins and practices, as if it shatters our reality of America achieving its current status through hard
work, nobility, and equality. The horrors of slavery or the torturing of a terrorist in vivid cinematic
quality is better avoided or ignored. The Academy consequently voted for the crowd pleaser, the
innocuous romp that may lack significance over time. Watchers would rather laugh at Bradley Cooper,
coked out and arguing with his mother than watch Chiwetel Ejiofor forced by his master to savagely
whip the frail and battered Lupita Nyong'o. There is more joy in watching Ben Affleck rescue
American diplomats from a hostile environment in Tehran than in watching Navy SEALs shoot an
unarmed woman. It’s not simply a case of using violence for shock value, the imagery is used in ways
that stays with them well after the credits roll, and after they awake the next day. It makes them feel
they should take action, even if they don't know what that action is. Some people have the opinion that
the injustices of the past should remain there, but movies like 12 Years a Slave force these people to
look directly at the horror and feel it emotionally.
A Best Picture nod for 12 Years a Slave would force people to pay attention. As much as we may want
to avoid difficult stories like this, when seeing commercials or browsing Netflix words like “Winner!”
and “Best!” in big and shiny font plastered all over the screen are irresistible. We're compelled to
select the movie and watch.
Is the Academy willing to give the nod to a film that sparks so many emotions? Well, they weren't last
year, but recently the Academy has taken more risks with their winners, including the ultra violent The
Departed which has, what many would consider a sad ending. This years’ awards could be one of the
next steps to embracing the riskier films the industry has to offer and prove that not all Oscar winners
need to be feel good stories.
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Staving Together: The Story of Cheyenne
By Amanda Teeter ; February 1, 2014

Cheyenne’s room is a snapshot of a modem seventeen-year-old girl with a close twenty-one-year-old
sister. My influence is everywhere. Carefully taped to her soft peach walls, the Boondock Saints
guard her bed- a poster from a movie she would never have seen had I not forced her to watch it, so
we could bond over our shared interest in sexy Irish Catholic vigilantes with tattoos. Just inches away
hangs a picture, drawn by her best friend Charlotte, of GIR from the Nickelodeon cartoon Invader
Zim, a favorite of mine which she inherited my love for.
The walls are plastered with pictures of Cheyenne, Charlotte, and various girls who have flitted their
way in and out of their social circle. Her beloved Josh Hutcherson smirks provocatively from another
wall, his spread carefully cut from the issue of Seventeen magazine in which he promoted his new film
Catching Fire. She saw Catching Fire opening weekend dressed as his character’s bride, Katniss
Everdeen.
There’s a photo booth picture of myself with her and our brother, Justin, near the window from a trip
to the mall last summer when we had gone to VStock just to marvel at the Nintendo games we knew
we would never have time to play. Though we never would call ourselves hipsters, we have
old-fashioned taste, and Cheyenne especially likes Nintendo games more than modern video games
because they are not entirely impossible to play with only one functioning hand.
She would never be a champion at Super Mario Bros. 3 like Justin and I always liked to think we were.
She could, however, rest the controller on her knee and, with the side of her left thumb, push right to
make Mario walk, and control his jumping and flying and heroic plumberly duties with her working
right hand.
Cheyenne’s left hand is paralyzed because she has had at least three strokes. A rare medical condition
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called Moyamoya combined with the more common genetic disorder Neurofibromatosis has prompted
a long list of ailments from severe hypertension to kidney failure. When, at two-years-old, Cardinal
Glennon Children’s Hospital became her second home, it became the family’s as well. I was barely
seven at the time when she had her first stroke, or at least the first one that we noticed. I was home
schooled, well-behaved, and content to sit quietly in the waiting room with my nose in the same book
for hours. Justin was a baby. Because I did not have to worry about going away to school, and Dad’s
work was so accommodating, we spent most of the time in the hospital all together. Dad, Justin, and I
would leave Mom and Cheyenne at the hospital well after visiting hours were over every night, and
arrive just as they began each morning. Cheyenne, I’m told, spent these nights entertaining herself
with games such as “push the button that makes the nurse come in” and “Look at me, I’m dead,” the
latter of which involved removing her lead to watch the heart rate monitor go flat.
Her determination to be the toughest girl in the room is the one part of her that has never wavered, but
she never had to try very hard. Her attitude and general philosophy is that anything you can do, she
can do with one hand.
Almost every time a stranger heard her story, asked about the scars from brain surgery that weren’t
always covered by wavy blonde hair, or saw her popping a handful of blood pressure pills, they got
teary, called her a miracle child, or promised to pray for us. To her, though, and to Justin and me, this
was just the way things were. I understood that our situation was unique, but never how it was more
unique than any other family’s hardships. I still don’t. Cheyenne never realized that she was special
either.
“I remember she saw this kid in a wheelchair,” says my mom, Michelle Teeter, “and she asked 'how
does he get MRIs like that? so I told her, 'well, honey, he can come out of the chair,' and she said 'oh'
and then I realized what she had asked and said 'Honey, most kids don’t get MRIs.' 'They don’t?' and I
said 'no, your sister’s never had an MRI.' 'She hasn’t?'”
On the occasions when she did realize there was something different about her, she took an optimistic
stance and thought of herself as simply cooler than everyone else. “[Cheyenne and Justin] both had
surgery in 2004, but I can't remember if Chey had one before that, so she was between six and eight I
would guess.” Our mom recalls a day in the hospital years ago, when Cheyenne was playing with some
boys around her age in the waiting room “One had gone through a windshield and the other thrown
from the car. They all were looking at each other’s scars and Chey showed them hers. It was the first
one she had, the one that stretched all the way across her stomach. They said 'Wow! That is the
coolest!' Their eyes lit up and they were really excited.”
Even as a child, Cheyenne had developed a feisty, no-nonsense attitude. “When she had her gum
surgery and the nurse was asking if she was in pain, apparently, Chey got a tad upset,” says mom, “the
nurse came to me and said: 'We are supposed to ask about pain every fifteen minutes, but I am going
to have to stop asking Chey.' I asked her why and she just smiled and said 'Chey told me that if she
was in pain she would let me know and that I needed to stop asking.' We all just laughed and said that
was probably the best course of action.”
When Cheyenne was asked about her memories of the hospital, she struggled for a response. “The
first time I pushed my own IV pole I was about seven or eight, and I was walking to the playroom.
When I got there a kid pushed his chair out in front of me. I fell over and made the saline bag
explode.” When Justin was asked the same in a separate interview, he said “I don't really remember
much of anything other than her falling down in the playroom that one time and breaking her IV
stand.”
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Mostly her memories are very positive of the hospital, thanks to the incredible staff at Cardinal
Glennon, all of whom have always been wonderful to us, and took as much interest in me as they did
their patients, my siblings. I always got along very well with the janitorial staff, and several other staff
members. Cheyenne’s MRI technician, Angie Fleming actually teared up and bought me a gift for
graduating high school in 2008. Cheyenne says “They've always been very sweet to me and my
family. I think they're great.” She also retains fond memories of her lab technician who passed away a
few years back “Jan was one of the few people who never had trouble getting an IV on the first try. ”
The fact that we never saw her life as a tragedy, or thought of her as fundamentally different than us
meant that Justin and I used her differences very much to her disadvantage. The three of us have
always shared a loving partnership, which involved a healthy amount of torture. Cheyenne was
always more physically aggressive than my brother or I, and at least as a child always expressed her
affection in the form of bites and shoves which likely accounted for the times that a four-year-old
Justin woke up at the foot of the basement steps with no memory of how he got there. Justin and I
remained much physically weaker but more cunning, perhaps, than our sister and took revenge by
sneaking up behind her at various stores in the mall and slipping bracelets around her only working
hand. Her aversion to shoplifting left her helplessly stranded at the store for about five minutes the
first time before we went back to free her. Each subsequent time she has had to ask a store clerk to
remove the bracelet for her.
Now, Cheyenne still thinks of herself as a very normal girl. “I don't really think about it. It's all I've
known.” She says. “I was never treated much different.”
Justin describes her as “a typical fangirling teenager,” and claims “she [follows] just about every
fandom under the sun, has countless pictures in her room of said fandoms, convinces her friends to
watch everything she does, and gets extremely attached to characters as if they're her real friends and
family. She likes shows where you never know if your favorite person will be alive in the next 20
minutes.” I’ve experienced much the same impression of my sister who describes herself as constantly
“fangirling,” whether that entails losing herself in a Doctor Who marathon or obsessively praying that
Liam Hemsworth and Miley Cyrus would break up until they finally did. I remember texting her when
I first heard of their engagement. Her response was “NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!”
Then, with the pool of Hunger Games actors of acceptable age narrowed, she fixated on Hutcherson.
But it’s okay because she was team Peeta anyway.
Now, at seventeen, Cheyenne spends her time coaching baseball to six-year-olds, and volunteering at
the public library. She is studying for her ACTs and plans to go to Mizzou to get her degree to be a
Child Life specialist. Child Life is a department in many children’s hospitals that helps children cope
with being hospitalized by using art therapy, playing with patients, and explaining what their tests are
going to be like, sometimes allowing the kids to perform the tests on dolls to make them more
comfortable. Cheyenne feels that her regular Child Life specialist, Meaghan, helped her to be a
normal kid in the face of everything she has experienced, and she wants to help other children do the
same.
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Super Bowl XLVIII
By Joe Hooker J February 1, 2014

The pinnacle of pigskin - the chief of championships - the Grand Poobah of gridiron - Super Bowl
Sunday is upon us! Or will it be Super Bust Monday...Saturday perhaps?
On February 2 - barring any changes from Mother Nature or NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell - the
surgical offense of the Denver Broncos will square off against the lockdown “Legion of Boom,” and
the rest of the smash mouth Seattle Seahawk defense in what should be an exceptional Super Bowl
XLVIII.
[That’s 48 for those who lack knowledge of their Roman-Numerals, and don’t feel bad I had to look it
up too.]
Ladies and gentlemen - a word of warning - even if you aren’t football fans, you may find yourselves
on the edge of your seats in between the commercial ad-extravaganza and the half-time performance.
Parents need not fret this year as ‘wardrobe malfunctions’ should not be an issue. The game time
temperature is expected to dip well below freezing, most likely eradicating any potential guest
appearance of naughty-bits.
Both teams are entering this prize fight on top of their respective divisions with identical regular
season records of 13 wins and 3 losses. Though Seattle may not tout a very high scoring offense,
Denver’s defense is riddled with injuries, especially with the recent loss of their playmaking linebacker
Von Miller. Don’t count either of these squads out however, as anything is possible. Teams do not
make it to this stage of competition riding in on luck or chance alone - hands down, these are the two
best teams in the NFL. This contest should play out to be a true chess match for the ages, even
warranting a little space on your DVR. As Seahawk running back and man of few words Marshawn
Lynch said this week, “I’m jus’ ‘bout dat action, Boss.”
There has been much talk as of late as well as in years past about Denver Bronco quarterback Peyton
Manning’s ability to win in football games played at less than 32 degrees. Sunday - hopefully - will be
a true test of Manning’s capability and legacy as he tries to overcome the elements as well as the best
defense in the National Football League. Stirring up controversy are the remarks of Seahawk
comerback Richard Sherman, following his game ending tip play against San Francisco’s Michael
Crabtree. Sherman has been fined and since apologized for his remarks, so I don’t think he will be
doing much trash talking in preparation for this game, where he will try to defend Denver’s and
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possibly the NFL’s best wide out, Demaryius Thomas. For football aficionados, this is a blockbuster
matchup.
Thomas, who split receptions with Pro Bowl caliber receivers Wes Welker, Eric Decker, and tight end
Julius Thomas still managed to haul in 92 receptions for 1,430 yards and 14 touchdowns during the
regular season. This stat line is extraordinarily impressive; however it may be trumped by the stats of
number 18 - Peyton Manning. Along with franchising 21 Papa John’s Pizza locations since his arrival
in the Denver area, Manning has delivered big numbers for his football team. This season, “The
Sheriff’ shattered NFL records for passing yards - 5,477 and touchdowns - 55 in a regular season.
Manning has paved his own way to a perfect 2013-2014 season. His final step is to win the Lombardi
Trophy for the second time in his illustrious career.
The only offense I can recall that dominates opponents in this fashion would be the tried-and-true,
“Greatest Show on Turf’ - the 1999-2001 St. Louis Rams. As a lifelong Rams fan, I have to argue
that this Bronco offense may be better than the likes of Warner, Faulk, Bruce, and Holt. No matter
who you are rooting for, Super Bowl XLVIII should be worth the wait, the hype, and your time - even
if the game is rescheduled. If you don’t know who to root for - pick your poison, Papa John’s or
Starbucks.
My prediction: If Manning can cope with the frigid temperature, put up more than a field goal in the
first quarter, and manage the ball without two turnovers in the game, the Seattle Seahawks defense will
not be able to contain both the passing and running phases of the Broncos. I envision the Seahawks
and the “Legion of Boom” in a post-game locker room full of gloom. Denver Broncos 27 - Seattle
Seahawks 24.
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’he USA Men’s Hockey Team
By Richie Kemper 1 February 1, 2014
On January 1st, the USA men’s hockey team officially announced their roster for the 2014 Olympics in
Sochi, Russia. Returning to the team are thirteen players from the 2010 Vancouver Olympics, where
they came up just a goal short of winning gold. There will be a large St. Louis presence at Sochi, with
the Blues sending ten players to represent their countries, three of which (Backes, Shatenkirk and
Oshie) will be wearing the stars and stripes. They are tied with the Redwings and Blackhawks for the
most players going.
Paul Stastny, a St. Louis native, will also be dressing for team USA. Although the Avalanche center
was bom in Quebec, he eventually graduated from Charminade College Preparatory school in St.
Louis, MO. His father, Peter, is an NHL hall-of-famer who briefly played for the Blues in 1993-1995
before retiring. The Stastny family settled here following Peter’s retirement, where he worked as a
scout for the Blues. His brother, Yan, also spent time in the Blues organization playing alongside center
David Backes from 2006-2010 before joining the Kontinental Hockey League.
Backes started his NHL career in 2003 when he was drafted 62nd overall by the Blues. Spending the
majority of his time in college and the American Hockey League, he didn’t record his first full NHL
season until 2007-2008. On September 9, 2011 Backes was chosen as the 20th captain for the
organization, which has been led by the likes of Hull, Gretzky and Sutter. Backes has shown he isn’t
afraid to dole out the big hits, as seen a couple weeks ago when he leveled Los Angeles Kings' Dustin
Brown.
Backes will be considered part of the leadership core of team USA along with Ryan Callahan of the
Rangers, Zach Parise and Ryan Suter of the Wild, and Dustin Brown of the Kings, with Parise being
named captain for the boys in Sochi.
The star clad blur you’ll see on screen will be T.J. Oshie. In 2008 he elected to forgo his senior year at
the University of North Dakota to sign with the Blues. Since then, he has become a fan favorite in
large part to the energy he brings to the team. If we’re lucky, we’ll get to see one of his deadly reverse
hits. Another card in Oshie’s deck is the absolutely filthy moves he shows in shootouts. His ability to
make an ankle breaking deke or outwait even the most patient goaltenders will be useful for team
USA.
This reincarnation of team USA has made serious upgrades in the area of speed and size. Successful
teams are generally those who win the puck control battle. With speed comes the perks of moving up
the ice faster and catching opponents in transition. Players such as Oshie and Blake Wheeler will use
their speed as an advantage in these situations. Controlling the middle of the ice in the offensive zone
is where USA’s size and strength will be a major factor. Backes and Brown are at their best when
dishing out jarring hits on opponents, hopefully they can remember they’re on the same team. If they
can muscle their way toward the center of the net, big time scoring chances should emerge.
The baby of the group, Kevin Shatenkirk was originally drafted by the Avalanche. On February 9,
2011, he was traded, along with Chris Stewart, to the Blues in exchange for Jay McClement, a first
round pick, and then team captain Eric Brewer. This year he’s recorded 5 goals with 23 points overall.
Shatenkirk will pack solid defensive end play to his first Olympic tournament.
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Though only returning two defensemen from 2010, Team USA’s defensive corps showcases the
brightest youngsters the NHL has to offer. What they lack in Olympic experience is made up for in
talent. With five of the eight starters under the age of 24 (John Carlson, Justin Faulk, Cam Fowler,
Ryan McDonagh and Shatenkirk), they will need to quickly shake the opening ceremonies glitz and get
down to business. Suter will be the veteran presence these Olympic rookies should seek out for a few
tips and tricks. They’ll be expected to keep the games close enough for the offense to provide the
equalizing or go ahead goal if they fall behind.
In goal are proven net minders Ryan Miller, Jonathan Quick and Jimmy Howard. Miller, tournament
MVP in 2010, will be called on again to provide stability between the pipes. Quick is no slouch either,
winning both the Conn Smythe trophy and Stanley Cup in 2011 with the Kings. The number one spot
will be a tossup between Miller and Quick, with Howard presumably the second backup. Should
Howard’s lower body injury keep him from participating, St. Louis native Ben Bishop could get the
nod.
Canada and Russia are early favorites to medal. Team USA will be searching for their first gold medal
since the Miracle on Ice in 1980. This blend of leadership and youth will provide the club with a
versatile makeup, making them a formidable opponent for any team they play in the motherland.
Hockey fans in St. Louis, as well as across the nation, will have a lot to cheer for come February 13th
when they open up against Slovakia.
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Happy Birthday, Tramp!
‘ February 11, 2014

This day in history, one hundred years ago, Charlie Chaplin’s Tramp character was bom. This was not
only the first appearance of an iconic character, but the start to the lifetime of laughter that Charlie
Chaplin brought into peoples homes all around the world. We celebrate him and how the silent film era
was the start of what we know as film today.
Charlie Chaplin was bom on April 16th 1889 in Walworth, United Kingdom and passed away on
December 25th 1977 in Vevey, Switzerland peacefully in his home. He did many great things but what
we know of him is that he knew how to bring laughter to our lives. In 1914 the whole world found that
out.
Twenty-four year old Charlie Chaplin appeared in a tramp costume for the film Kid Auto Races at
Venice produced by Keystone Comedy. This was not Chaplin’s first film, though, his first film was
called Making A Living, also with Keystone, but they did not think he was as funny as they were
expecting in that role. A year later they gave him a second chance that made him into a star. In
Chaplin’s autobiography he says he just picked clothes out of the Keystone costume closet; baggy
pants, tight coat, small hat and large shoes. Kid Auto Races at Venice is about the tramp getting in the
way at a race in Venice, California. The cameraman and everyone else around him were getting upset
with the tramp. This eleven-minute film was an instant success that made Chaplin a famous actor in
Hollywood and soon started his career. From there, Chaplin received tons of offers for other films.
Some famous titles are: Modern Times, City Lights, and The Kid, just to name a few.

There is no doubt that Chaplin impacted comedy and the film industry. Starting around the 1920’s
Chaplin was becoming the face of slapstick comedy. Not being able to use his voice, just his facial
expressions and body language to send out messages to millions of people, Chaplin brought comedy
the likes of which no one had seen before. Though, in The Dictator Chaplin played Adolf Hitler as a
present day figure and he had the courage to address it in a comedic way. As well as being an iconic
character, Chaplin was a creator. He helped form United Artists; he was a writer, director, producer,
composer and a choreographer.
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Chaplin was also behind the face of Disney. When people think of Disney, what character comes to
mind? Mickey Mouse of course. Charlie Chaplin was the inspiration behind the Mouse.
Just about everybody has heard of Charlie Chaplin and his tramp character, right? Our very own
Fonty’s have heard of The Tramp and the chaos he has caused. Charlie Chaplin may not be there
automatic reaction to “The Tramp” but they know who he is. Chris Brown, 18-year-old freshman says,
“I think of ‘Lady and The Tramp’.” This was a common answer among students, surprisingly. Brown
also says, “I know who he is but I have not seen any of his films.” Francine Goh, 20-year-old
sophomore said the exact same thing. On the other hand Lottie Page, 20-year-old junior says, “I know
the name but I cannot remember from where”. 22-year-old Alum Erica Garcia had similar responses.
Though, she said, “I haven’t seen any films by him but I wanted to. I have only seen snippets of The
Great Dictator”. Maybe the majority of college students actually do not know Chaplin’s work. There
are only a select few that just might fangirl over it, or are film enthusiasts.
The biggest celebration party for “The Tramp” is in San Francisco. Other cities like New York, Tampa,
and Chicago are also celebrating the big 1-0-0. St. Louis on the other hand is not, sadly. In San
Francisco they are showing Chaplin’s popular titles like The Kid and The Gold Rush. There is no
anniversary DVD for his birthday, the last one was in 2008. But do not fear; Charlie Chaplin’s
Collection set is on Netflix! Chaplin’s work has impacted so many things and people. The chaos he
caused with his tramp character is still bringing laughter to us all. Today is a day to celebrate him, his
work and his impact. Also, remember “A day without laughter is a day wasted”, said by Charlie
Chaplin himself.
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Don’t Be a Sad Sack this Valentine’s Day
By Richie Kemper 1 February 14, 2014

It’s Valentine’s Day. Are those groans I hear? No worries reader; I won’t go sappy on you. In fact I’ll
only address those celebrating with this, “Is it necessary to go all out on one day of the year as
opposed to sprinkling your affection throughout the year?” Now, for all you who celebrate Single
Awareness Day (S.A.D.) stop. The name itself suggests just how pathetic the attempt to make an
anti-Valentine’s Day is. Again I’ll ask, “Do you really need one specific day for this?” Yes, I’m
looking at you Miss I’m-one-break-up-away-from-adopting-thirty-cats lady.
Let’s be honest here, I’m probably one of the least qualified people to be writing anything on
Valentine’s Day. Do I have a significant other? Nope. Have I ever celebrated Valentine’s Day with
someone? Negatory, but you know what? I’m still a pretty damn happy person. I can imagine your
thoughts now, “Oh boy, here we go with the self-love mumbo jumbo.” Well you’re not entirely wrong.
I like to call it self improvement; I refuse to say the L word. If you’re not happy with something in
your life, change it. We can’t control what others say, think or feel. The only person we have full
control over is ourselves. “Ok, but where do I start?” Good question young padawan. Here’s the easy
part, identify what it is about yourself you need improvement in. Unless you’re the Dos Equis man, it
shouldn’t be hard.
Let’s say, for example, that you aren’t a fan of the beer gut you’ve been rocking for the past couple of
Valentine’s Days. Sure it’s a great built in shelf, but who wants that when you can look like King
Leonidas? That’s what I thought. “But there’s so much information out there about weight loss, I don’t
know where to even start.” Luckily for you I know the secret which has been hidden for years, ready?
Hard work and clean eating. You read it here first, folks. Hope you weren’t expecting some
Gandalf-esque magic. I recommend some push-ups and fork put downs for starters. “Hey! Who made
you a guru anyway?” Myself actually, thanks for asking. I was in a similar spot a little over a year ago.
Deathly shy, extremely out of shape and just an overall unhappy person.
I realized there were a lot of things that desperately needed changing. I couldn’t even walk up a flight
of stairs without needing an oxygen mask. Not a good sign, so I decided I needed to make a change
and I did. All it takes is a decision. Don’t get me wrong, it wasn’t all candy and roses. I fell off the
scale for a couple months and went in the opposite direction (damn you Christmas break!) Again, I
made the decision to jump back into it. Amazing what a little bit of determination can do for a person.
“That’s great, but body image isn’t everything.” You’ve got that right. How about maxing out those
social skills? I know you level 74 mages slay with the ladies. No? Don’t overthink it, life is the original
RPG. Everyone you come across is an opportunity to level up your speech craft. Tired of the awkward
silence when you’re checking out at the grocery store? Try talking sports with the cashier. Want to
make a great first impression? Smile and make eye contact, just don’t overdo it there, Sheldon. I’ll
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admit I’m still horrible at talking in front of large groups of people, but one on one or in small groups is
far less nerve racking now. I couldn’t even bring myself to say hello to a stranger, much less navigate
riskier waters such as “How’s your day going?” without shaking like an Elvis impersonator. I knew I
was moving to a new city soon for school and would need to be able socialize with new people. I
improved until I moved. Yes, I reverted to my old self the first few months, being in a foreign
environment will do that. What matters is I made the decision to restart the process all over again.
There will always be set backs. A lot of people see being single on Valentine’s Day as one. Even right
now there’s people online desperately searching for a fast date (OKCupid anyone?) Far worse things
can happen on Valentine’s Day other than being single. Just forget about the day if it bothers you that
much, don’t be a S.A.D. victim, be more like Batman. When the Joker broke out of Arkham for the
millionth time, Batman didn’t mope about it. He suited up, hopped in the batmobile, punched Joker in
the face and saved Gotham, all before noon.
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God’s Love
By Lara Parker

‘

February 14, 2014

In years past, as a 20-something single, the presence of Valentine’s Day tended to loom over me like
an impending hurricane of feelings of inadequacy and loneliness. I can say, based on my Twitter feed,
these feelings are not unique to me. I have sat around year after year and imagined what “love”,
whatever that meant, looked like and would feel like. I sought happiness out in every avenue and
always came up empty-handed and empty-hearted. There was a list of characteristics I knew the
person who loved me would have. My love would be caring, kind, forgiving, the love would be
unconditional and overwhelming, and there would be an undeniable presence of this love that would
take over every aspect of my life. This love was going to change my world. This love came in a way I
would have never imagined; I found out someone died for me.
My relationship with God has made this past year of my life the biggest whirlwind of changes. It has
me completely in love with Him and the plan He has for my life. I did not understand love until God’s
love for me and the extent in which He went for to save me was revealed to me. Jesus was willing to
sacrifice everything for me. He didn’t ever expect something in return for his actions, He never once
considered whether or not I loved Him or deserved it, and He gave His life anyway. He laid down
everything with just a hope that I would come to know Him.
It just blows my mind. I had love so restricted to this box: That love was about dates, romance, and
wink-face emojis after every text. I thought love meant throwing rocks at my window and singing me
original songs on an acoustic guitar. I was pretty sure love was the feelings I, and every other girl, feels
for Ryan Gosling. Don’t get me wrong, I would not mind any, or all of these things but I’ve realized
those things are fleeting. God’s love sustains me. He doesn’t run out of chances. He doesn’t care if my
hair or makeup is done or if my outfit looks just right. I don’t have to say all of the right things and be
alluring so that He will chase after me.
He is in constant pursuit of me. When I realized that He has never stopped loving me, I decided I was
going to do the same for Him. Love is an action, it is serving someone else, it is putting them before
yourself, and that’s all I want to do for God.
So during this Holiday of love, unlike so many years, I will celebrate the love that has been there all
along. One day I will find that romantic love that is showcased throughout the drugstore aisles, but I
already have something better. It just took me twenty years to find that out.
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Lonely Heart Club
By Juanita Cockrell-Nelson

‘

February 14,2014

ATTENTION ALL SINGLE LADIES FORTY AND OLDER:
I know I am not alone. Welcome to the Lonely Heart Club.
What do you do when you are Fifty-Four and climbing and you have no sweetie or even a prospect for
a Valentine’s Day lover? Should you still spend hours, days, or even weeks looking for that perfect
outfit that you just have to have for the special evening? Maybe we should search for miles and miles
for those “to die for” red pumps that will make every man look twice and every woman jealous? We
older ladies have to remember that there are those young, hot, tempting girls out there that are now our
competition.
Just maybe we should resort to being on Facebook with all of the other “Lonely Hearts” that are
middle-aged or older on Valentine’s Day. We can all get together and share posts about how our old
flames did us so wrong and share about those desperate women that they left us for and just happened
to end up with them on this day of love. So what? She got our man, and now she is enduring that
horrible candlelit dinner after being the talk of the office by receiving those dozen red roses earlier in
the day. Oh yes, I almost forgot about how embarrassed she will be from being spun around on the
dance floor with all of those other love birds in the room looking and admiring them. Now that
sounds like all fun, right?
Hold on. Wait a minute. I am supposed to be I-N-D-E-P-E-N-D-E-N-T. Im not supposed to need that
man to validate me, nor do I need any man to tell me how much he loves me on one particular day. I
am not supposed to need a man to buy me roses when I can buy them myself. I am not supposed to
need a man to tell me how good I look when I wear a sexy red dress even at Fifty-Four. I finally had
to learn to be more than capable of making myself feel good in my new dress with those red pumps.
Even though I am older, I will still walk around making men wish they were single. After all,
Valentine’s Day can be any day of the year. Do we really want to be appreciated only on one day of
the year? I know that I don’t want to. Why can’t we receive roses on March 12th or September 21st?
Where is it written that February 14th is the only day that we should be shown attention and love.
What is so special about February 14th? You can have your one day of love. I am tired of stereotypes
that after Fifty years old we do not feel the need to love or have any hopes and dreams of having
love. Not only will I continue to seek out my love for myself on a daily basis or until I find real love
again, I will know my worth! But will you do the same? Though it may have taken me half of a
century to learn that I am worthy of self- respect, I want women, young and old, to know your worth.
It is going to be hard. People may read this and label me and you haters because we do not have a
man on February 14th. Never be a hater; be a participant in life again.
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Until we find that Valentine’s day love, let us all join in and make a toast to all of the foolish men who
let us middle aged, sexy women go this and every other Valentine’s Day! Let this be a word to the
wise; that good older women are hard to find- especially sexy hot ones!
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Love Day for the Bachelors and Bachelorettes
By Chris Bush 1 February 14, 2014

I get it. As college students, the sentiment among some of us is that we have no time for love. We have
too many commitments to handle in a semester and a relationship would only add to the burden. The
likelihood that a guy or girl would want to stay around while we work through our educational
struggles are minimal. It’s not a lonely existence, however. We still get our attention from people
throughout the year in a myriad of ways, even if these gestures do not last long... relatively speaking.
So here we arrive at the holiday that repulses us. It’s a shallow celebration of love, that presents that
one time a year we’re to show our significant other how important they are to us through menial tasks
like dinner, kisses, movies, and gifts that ultimately lead to a passionate night in the bedroom. We don’t
need it. We have other ordeals going on in our lives, so why not stand in defiance against Valentine's
Day? That time and money could be spent on yourself. You can finish some homework, get some
studying in, or pick up some more hours at work in that time. If that urge for physical attention
overwhelms you, go find a person that can soothe that yearning for the night and get back to your
routine the next day, right?
There is an underlying message of lust and desire that comes with all the coverage and marketing of
Valentine’s Day. After all, what is the point of the dinners, movies, and flowers if you’re going to be
sleeping alone that night? I’m not immune to the lust, but I won’t go out and give myself to anyone just
to satisfy that want. That isn’t the way I would want my Valentine’s Day to play out, possibly waking
up the next day full of regret. Why allow a self-obsessed philanderer, lurking to conquer single people
like us for the night to accomplish their mission? Why use a person who has a big heart and believes in
everything that love has to offer on this day to fulfill your craving masquerading as true affection?
That kind of outlook can be dangerous. You only get one set of special loving parts and you’re risking
it by using them on a potentially infected one night stand. This isn’t a gender specific issue either. I
know both men and women that have fallen victim to these types of people and they increase their
pursuit during this time of the year knowing we’re more vulnerable, more susceptible to their
advances. That person that you use for your means can have unexpected ways of retaliation^ can of
lavender paint splashed on your car for instance. Not confirming or denying that this has happened to
me.) Instead, do the noble thing, find a person that you can imagine yourself spending time with, at
least for a season. Find that person that won’t use you, or will let themselves be used, the person that
can make you feel the effects of this day without having to spend a dime.
It’s true, Valentine’s Day doesn’t apply so much to people like us, we’re single, busy, and are unable to
give our full commitment to a relationship. Forget the monetary requirement that comes with this day,
and focus and what it really should be. Valentine’s Day is considered a romantic holiday but that
doesn’t mean you have to go out and spend money on a romantic partner, and it doesn’t mean you
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have to drop your pants for the best looking sweet talker that shows you attention.
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Loving Love, Valentine’s Day, and the Single
Life
By Amanda Teeter ; February 14, 2014

This is the first in four years that I will be single for February 14th. My first adult Valentine’s day
without a boyfriend. It’s also the first in four years that I won’t be sitting in the trashiest of
“restaurants” or diviest of bars while my boyfriend ignores me to do shots of Jameson with other
people who appear at this same establishment as often as he does. For the first time, I won’t feel
obligated to pretend I appreciate the romantic atmosphere of tom up pool tables and Camel cigarette
smoke because he spent three dollars on a red rose from Schnucks as a side thought when picking up a
bottle of Makers Mark and paid for one of my four drinks at dinner. It’s the first of four years I won’t
have to convince anyone that going to the grocery store does not count as going “out” and that I can
drink a Jack and Coke if I choose without someone whispering to the bartender to “make hers a diet.”
I could choose my own favorite songs on the jukebox without being made fun of, and for once they
wouldn’t be breakup songs. No “Blow Me” by P!nk. No “Stronger” by Kelly Clarkson. No Taylor
Swift whatsoever.
So my point is, I’m not complaining about being single on Valentine’s day. I love Valentine’s day more
now than I ever have before, because it’s about appreciating love, and I appreciate that more than I
have in a long time. Long-term relationships are beautiful, and full of surprises and wonderful
moments throughout the course of their existence, but sometimes they’re not. And when you’ve been
in one that wasn’t, I think it’s really important that you don’t view being single as a demotion. Being
single is so much better than being with someone who does not appreciate you, and more importantly,
it doesn’t mean you have to go without love, but that in leaving that person that did not help you
improve yourself, you’ve opened yourself up to loving a person who will.
It’s so exciting. I get to kiss the love of my life for the first time. If I haven’t met him, I get to meet
him. If I have, I get to have that moment when we both look at each other a little differently for the
first time. I get to experience that moment when we both decide to take a chance on each other, and

the nervous excitement before the first time we deliberately grasp hands. I get to strategize with my
friends about my next move before the first six or seven dates and still come off totally awkward and
devoid of all game, but hopefully in a way that’s at least a little bit adorable. Every time any of that
has happened, it’s been a beautiful and unique memory for me, and now I get to make new ones. And
then there’s everything I never have experienced, everything I won’t think to expect.
So what I plan to celebrate this Valentine’s day, is that I have a long future of loving ahead of me, and
that my standards have changed enough that I don’t have to settle for a Valentine’s day, or an
everyday life, that’s way beyond subpar. That I now require every lover to value me as a partner, and
no longer waste time on any relationship that makes me anything other than a better version of who I
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am. I’m single, but I love Valentine’s day.
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On Being Single This Valentine’s Day: One
College Girl’s Perspective
By Cassandra Dougherty J February 14, 2014

As Valentine’s Day fast approaches, it’s easy for single ladies (and guys too, I suppose) to get caught
up in the seemingly inevitable gloom that unattached people are expected to be feel this time of year.
The day itself is impossible to avoid; a person can’t even walk the aisles of Target or Walmart without
seeing the overwhelming display of red and pink and the plethora of flowers, balloons, and chocolates
in the Valentine’s section. So how does a college student not sink into the trap of wishing they were in
a relationship this Valentine’s season? The secret is simple: just remember the fact that being single in
college is FANTASTIC.
Sure, it may be tempting to want that standing Friday night date or someone to tell you that you’re
pretty. I would be lying if I said I never thought about those little perks that come with being in a
relationship. But when you focus on the bigger picture, you’ll realize that college is one of the only
times in life that it’s acceptable to be selfish and completely focused on you. This is the time in life to
do what you want, when you want.
Being in a relationship can be absolutely exhausting. The communication alone takes up an obscene
amount of energy. Regularly letting your significant other know where you are, what you’re doing,
who you’re with, etc... really, who has time for that? At this point in my life I know I don’t. Why
would you want to compromise your freedom with having to be accountable to someone else? You
have the entire rest of your life to respond to someone.
College is the time for personal growth. I would argue that you learn more about yourself during your
college years than any other time in life. It is the time to figure out what direction you want your life to
go, and then start taking the initial steps down that path. Being single allows more time to dedicate to
you. This unattached freedom is the best way to fully immerse yourself in your education as well as in
the development of your career.
Additionally, being single on Valentine’s Day is one way of resisting popular culture which expects
relationships this time of year. And if repelling popular culture doesn’t demonstrate some serious
character strength, I don’t know what does!
One of my all-time favorite quotes is “I’d rather be in a healthy relationship with myself than be in an
unhealthy relationship with someone else” - Anonymous. It really can’t be summed up better than
that. Developing a healthy relationship with you and truly knowing yourself is the best way to prepare
to eventually have a strong connection with somebody else. Find some hobbies and do the things that
make you happy. Once you know and love yourself, it becomes that much easier for someone to fall in
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love with the true you.
Dismiss the mentality that if you don’t have a significant other, you must be doing something wrong. I
firmly believe that there’s someone out there for everybody. But why run around frantically looking
for that person? He (or she) will find you in good time. Don’t spend some of the most preeminent years
of your life moping over someone you might not even know yet. Good things come to those who wait,
right?
So go out on the weekends. Have a few drinks. Or a few sodas, if that’s more your style. Meet some
new people. Go on dates. While I’m not a huge fan of serious relationships in college, I think casual
dating is one of the best things you can do. While first dates are admittedly exceedingly uncomfortable
(I for one have never been excited for any first date,) they succeed in getting you out of your comfort
zone as well as expanding your horizons. I find that I have even though I have make myself go on first
dates, I end up happy that I did, no matter how horrible they may be, just because it is a step outside of
my comfort zone.
The person you go on a first date with doesn’t have to be your soul mate. In fact, the likelihood that he
or she might be “the one” is probably pretty slim. But that’s totally fine! When you go on dates, you’re
learning more about what you want and what you don’t want in a potential mate. From personal
experience of both amazing first dates and absolutely disastrous ones, I can say I’ve learned an infinite
amount about what I want and need as well as what I consider to be a complete deal-breaker. For
example, the guy who got so drunk our first time out that he ended up passing out before the night was
even over did not receive a second date.
So this Valentine’s Day, don’t focus on the so-called depressing nature of your relationship status.
Instead, consider the freedom that accompanies it. Take this Valentine’s Day as an opportunity to be
grateful for the people you do have in your life, instead of dwelling on the one that isn’t. Make this
Valentine’s Day a Single Awareness Day to remember. Embrace the singleness and you do you.
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Our Most Memorable Valentine’s Day
By The Griffin Roar Staff 1 February 14, 2014

My most memorable Valentine's Day was way back in the day in the 4th grade. I started attending the
school in the 3rd grade and still hadn't made many friends but was beginning to find my groove there.
In class, we were all required to bring in Valentine's day cards and candy for everyone in the class and
I went basic with those nasty red, heart shaped suckers. It turns out the majority of the class didn't
bring enough for everyone but I had fulfilled my quota along with one other student, Jennifer. I wasn't
surprised by this, Jennifer was the nicest girl in the class but in my mind she was also the prettiest. I
had a crush on her since the beginning of the year, which broke my previous record of two weeks. On
the day, it was a Friday, we were instructed to go around and pass out our Valentine's all at once and
when we returned to our seats all the candies and cards would be waiting for us. When I sat down I
noticed that Jennifer had written a note along with the Valentine she gave me asking me to be hers. To
me it was a once in a lifetime feeling, not first love, but the first time you notice that someone that's
not your family or friend thinks you're something special and meaningful and the feeling is mutual. I
responded with a "yes" and we went together for about three weeks, which is the standard elementary
school dating time. I'll remember it forever.
-Chris Bush

My most memorable Valentine’s Day revolved around me being forced to watch The Notebook, the
romance staring Ryan Gosling and Rachel McAdams. I was prepared to punish this film’s existence by
imposing upon my girlfriend a running commentary, equal parts macho and snaky, that would discredit
and destroy whatever value this film intended to have. My plot went awry, however, because it was so
pitifully, soul-crushingly sad. It is about old people with Alzheimer’s trying to remember how much
they loved each other in the 1940s. Man, don’t ever watch it. Clint Eastwood would cry watching that
movie.
-Taylor Shortal
My most memorable Valentine's day, or at least my most positive memory of Valentine's Day, was a
wonderful weekend morning when I woke up to find that my daddy had bought my two siblings and I
a most impressive Valentine's day gift- Amidst a copious amount of heart-shaped candies was a tape of
the new movie The Lion King 1 1/2. Other kids got cards, I got a MOVIE. We all watched it together
and laughed and learned the words to Dig a Tunnel It was way more awesome than anything a
boyfriends has given me for Valentine's day!
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- Amanda Teeter
Holidays are a time of celebration and love. What better is it than to have a holiday that celebrates
love? Whether you are single or a couple, this is a day to recognize and intensify the love which you
feel. For the past 21 Valentine’s Days, I have spent the day loving only myself and my family. I’m not
complaining: My family is pretty awesome to love. I can’t forget to tell myself “I love you” either. It is
never easy to forget all the couples around you. So why not dig your face into some treats? That is
exactly what I did one Valentine’s Day, five years ago. In 2009,1 went out to dinner at probably the
most inexpensive restaurant in town, White Castle. Every year, participating White Castle’s transform
their greasy and often dirty interiors from messy fingers grabbing their food and then wiping their
fingers on the tables when they’re finished as a gesture of having a tasty meal. I normally don’t eat at
White Castle if I have other choices, but this night was an exception. My family was so excited to
have their first experience participating in the most romantic transformation of White Castle in the
restaurant’s history: Valentine’s Day dinner. For that one night of the year, White Castle transforms
their originally grease and sweat covered workers into four-star restaurant servers (well, sort of). The
workers come out with their best waiter attire sit you down at a table with a clean, festive tablecloth
and a pad of paper to write down your orders (which are shown on a special Valentine’s Day menu).
White Castle turns their in-and-out Taco Bell like interior into a four star restaurant with plenty of
Valentine’s Day decorations. Upon entering, you forget that you are in a fast-food restaurant and
instead feel like you are about t feast on a meal made with a lot of love and care. Of course, this is all
forgotten when the meal is brought out in their usual fast-food look and taste, but it is confusing to the
senses because it feels like you are a king or queen for the day receiving special treatment from your
favorite fast food joint. White Castle never tasted so good to me up until that Valentine’s Day meal. I
was surrounded by my family and encumbered with their unshakeable, utmost love for me. It was a
real treat to feel all that love surrounding me. Sometimes family meals are quite hectic, but that
evening, my family meal was perfect. I felt like I had more taste buds to savor my meal and had
substantially increased receptors of love on my skin. Watching my family smile and slowly eat their
fast food meal was quite a sight. I could not ask for a better fast-food date with my family than that
night. And it was so perfect that I did not feel like I needed anything else to eat that night after I left.
That meal was my favorite Valentine’s Day experience so far in my life. It might even be a challenge
for my future lover to top on a night like that, unless he takes me out to White Castle. It really may be
all I would ever need to have to say I had a great Valentine’s Day evening. (Take note, future
boyfriend: You don’t need to drop a lot of money for me to be happy with you on the night for
romance. Though I might ask you to take me to a White Castle in Paris.)
-Sean Pellegrini
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Sissy Belle Cookie Company
By Lisa Hirst J February 14, 2014

I'd like to introduce you to two sisters, Meredith Frank and Hilary Shomake, who are able to express
their love of baking while enjoying their close sisterly bond in a newly opened company known
appropriately as "Sissy Belle Cookie Company." Sissy Belle is currently an online company with the
aspirations of becoming a small bakery one day. The two sisters have a motto, which is "warming the
soul and heart through America's Favorite dessert, cookies." They hope to accommodate every need
and event to celebrate life's blessings.
Meredith is a graduate of St. Louis Community College at Forest Park and holds a degree in baking
and pastry. In addition, Meredith is currently employed at La Patisserie Choquette, a French inspired
bakery right here in the St. Louis area. Hillary, on the other hand is a recent graduate of the University
of Missouri with a degree in Nutritional Sciences. Hillary went on to obtain her degree in Dietetics
from Kansas State University. They are able to creatively blend their unique talents and come up with
some amazing ideas for their cookies.
Each cookie is made from scratch and begins with the simplicity of butter, flour and sugar, which gives
their signature butter cookie it's amazing buttery flavor. The texture of each cookie is firm, yet chewy,
which creates the perfect canvas for their artistry. They can create amazing designs with their royal
icing that consists of pasteurized egg whites and confectioners sugar.
In fact, my first experience with Sissy Belle's was one Thanksgving when I bit into a turkey shaped
cookie that was designed with such precision and detail that I almost didn't want to eat it, but to
display it as part of my holiday décor. I was enticed, however, by the amazing buttery scent that just
melted in my mouth as I took the first bite. I was definitely hooked. I guess you could say, "It was love
at first bite." Sissy Belle's also makes a variety of other cookies upon request. They include, but are
not limited to peanut butter, chocolate chip and oatmeal raisin. Hilary and Meredith are busy coming
up with a new spring and summer cookie collection, which will include lemon and strawberry flavors.
Check out Sissy Belle to wish your sweetie a Happy Valentines Day with a unique design, or an
inspiring message. I think you will be surprised by how sweet the finished product turns out. The
cookies range in price from two to four dollars each, depending on the size. You can get them fresh
from the oven at Sissy Belle Cookie Company at sissvbellecookieco@live.com or visit their Facebook
page.
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Valentine’s Day
By Corie Krisch Í February 14, 2014

•¥¥
In middle school and early years in high school, I spent Valentines Day with my parents. My stepdad
would give flowers to my mom and me in the morning. Then I would go through my day at school,
which usually entailed with some Valentines Day activity. I would get home a couple of hours before
my parents did from work. So I would “do my homework,” which meant I was actually watching
daytime TV. When my parents got home we would go to Red Lobster. It is my mom’s favorite
restaurant and I love seafood. Luckily, they have other options besides lobster and other fish because
my step dad is allergic to seafood. After dinner we would return home and either watch TV together or
play a board game.

Since then, Valentine’s Day has not been anything special with my boyfriend living over a thousand
miles away. Though, I usually get a surprise package in the mail the day before Valentine’s Day. I’m
not allowed to open it, though, until we get on Skype that night so we can see my reaction together.
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Valentine’s Day: Did You Know?
By Tyler Fernandez ; February 14, 2014

Did You Know:
Celebrating the 14th of February with romantic endeavors, sexual activity, and alcoholic revelry
isn’t a new thing. In fact it is something we have been doing since the Biblical ages. If you are familiar
with the Roman festival of “Saturnalia” (their Winter Solstice celebration) then it won’t come as a
surprise that The Romans acknowledged the coming of Spring with the festival of “Lupercalia.”
Lupercalia was an excuse for the Romans to get drunk, have sex, and celebrate the fertility of the
Earth as it awoke from its deathly hibernation. And you guessed it, they observed this festival the
weekend of the 14th.
Think Valentine’s Day is something only Americans do? Nope, just like many other celebrations
that have become popular worldwide.
This holiday has more Christian connotations than you are probably aware of. There was in fact a
“St. Valentine.” History tells us that this crusader of romance would secretly perform marriages for
young Roman soldiers in an era in which marriage was outlawed. When this Holy Lover was martyred
the Christian church declared February 14th as his feast day.
English author Geoffrey Chaucer the writer of “The Canterbury Tales,” is credited with making
Valentine’s Day truly associated with romance. In one of his 13th century poems he attributed a
marriage between two young royals to being similar to when two birds come back from migration and
pick a mate. Of course he made this poem a little more.. .romantic.
The tradition of receiving physical valentines started in 17th century England when young lovers
would send each other letters sealed with heart shaped wax seals. When this tradition migrated to the
United States, a thriving business was soon created and as a result...we have Hallmark stores.. .thanks
England...
The tradition of giving chocolate actually comes from a medical basis. Doctors of old would
recommend eating chocolate as a way to help lovers curb their desires for each other. Eventually
chocolate became more of a love instigator than a love deterrent. Madame Du Barry gave chocolate to
her suitors and even King Montezuma of The Aztecs believed chocolate would make
him.. .well...more aroused.
The most popular candy on Valentine’s Day is still the Conversation Hearts. Yes, these chalk
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tasting pieces of candy I try my hardest to avoid are a commodity that will appear in stores nationwide
every February 14th. Each year over 8 billion of these little hearts are produced and about 10 new
sayings are rumored to enter the batch each year while some are cycled with the ebb and flow of
sayings.
So those are some fact we wanted to share with you. In return we want us to tell you about your
Valentine’s Day!
What has been your best/worst date?
Is there something you would love to receive as a gift?
Is the holiday super overrated? Or are you just bitter?
How many chocolates can you eat in one sitting?
Are roses too cheesy? Should we start using different flowers?
Tell us about it! Have a story to share? Send it to the Griffin Roar editor Amanda Teeter
(Teetera@Tontbonne.edu) and we’ll post it.
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What’s Not to Hate?
By Taylor Shortal ' February 14, 2014

Let’s just say it, people loathe Valentine’s Day. The diversity of its critics and their criticisms is
actually quite remarkable. Here’s a quick run-down.
For the attached, traditionalist male, the attainment of the holiday’s mandatory accessories can add-up
to be a bit of a financial nuisance (“Cards cost how much?”). For the attached, traditionalist female,
the reception of these gifts rarely succeeds at creating the feeling of being valued and cherished
(“Flowers and chocolate -1 am so unique”). For the committed bachelors and bachelorettes, the
prerequisite monogamy is not playing the odds smart (“Why not date five boys and get five
presents?”). Now for the bachelors and bachelorettes who would rather not be bachelors and
bachelorettes, the relentless imagery of blissful couples enjoying each other’s company serves as
nothing but a glaring contrast to their own pitiful solitude. This often drives them to desperate coping
mechanisms (“The 14th is now The Fast and the Furious marathon night” - the male equivalent of
eating an ice cream tub with an entire cake as a side dish).
These are just a few of the holiday’s most frequent grievances, but the list is truly endless. For the
tough, stoic, man among men, the whole affair just shows too much vulnerability (“Feelings are for
women”). For the resourceful, independent woman, always on guard against any encroaching
dependency on the patriarchy, V-Day carries a note of condescension (“Thank you, but I can afford
my own candy”). For the Marxist, the holiday is nothing but a market manufactured by the corporate
power structure to satisfy their insatiable demand for new consumers (“I am not what I buy,
Hallmark.”) For the modern intellectual, the day is just an exploitation of that cheap, outmoded,
illogical enemy of all things serious - sentimentality (“Love is so 19th century”). For the literary, all
the traditions recycled year after year are just too cliché (“Mylar and Velvet. How derivative”). For
the discerning sophisticates who coinsure the finer things in life, the flamboyant grandiosity of
Valentine’s Day gifts are little more than the vulgar kitsch of the great unwashed (“If most people
understand the symbols, then they are bad symbols”).
So, does anyone like Valentine’s Day? Yes, there are some. Children, for one. Ordinary elementary
school etiquette dictates that every kid gets a Valentine’s Day gift from every other kid. That way, the
holiday is purged of the exclusionary practices that characterize its adult variation. But that is not
really the cool part. You see, the kids get to eat candy all day at school. That is pretty sweet when
you’re seven. Who else enjoys V-Day? Fourteen-year-old girls, of course. Or, at least, fourteenyear-old girls with boyfriend prospects. Being showered with attention for no reason at all is still new
to them, so let them realize at their own pace how bothersome it will one day become.
Is that all? No... I like Valentine’s Day. Why? Because, for a guy, it is the one holiday that is nearly
impossible to screw up. The presents are predictable? Good. Unlike on Christmas or her birthday, I
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know what to buy. I don’t like showing emotion? That doesn’t matter because the giant, bright red
heart-shaped box of chocolate says different. Valentine’s Day is lowbrow? Don’t care, I am too. The
holiday is too commercialized? Excellent, I don’t have to write my own love letter. Wal-Mart already
had somebody do that for me and put it in the card section. Wait, what if I’m single? Also good. I save
money. And now I get to watch all six Fast and the Furious films in a row without anyone complaining.
The whole scenario is a win-win. Or perhaps, in all honesty, a tie-tie.
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Serving Christ: Michael Horn’s Journey to
Priesthood
By Sean Pellegrini ; February 25, 2014
Dressed in black slacks and suspenders with a crisp blue, ironed dress shirt, Michael Horn appeared as
a business man amongst a sea of students in jeans and sweatshirts enjoying their coffee. Early for our
meeting, Horn stood waiting to greet me upon my entrance to Kaldi’s. Though I was dressed in a
button-down longsleeve shirt and blue slacks, I felt like I was dressed poorly compared to him. I was
enamored with his adult-like fashion. Horn knows how to capture attention physically, and as he spoke
with such eloquence and sat with me in proper composure at the coffee counter, his presence was
comfortable and captivating. It was great to see him look like a professional. It was simple to imagine
him as a Priest.
Michael Horn has spent three semesters at Kenrick Glennon Seminary in Shrewsbury, MO. In
preparation of becoming ordained , Horn must obtain a BA in Philosophy (after four semesters of
Philosophy courses) and proceed to earn a Masters in Divinity (through the eight semesters of the
course of Catholic Theology where he will learn “all of salvation history”. Horn is currently on his
fourth and final semester of Philosophy courses. Next Fall he will begin pursuing his Master Divinity
courses and start working at a local parish. Horn will perform pastoral ministry, which include
teaching, helping with youth groups, doing community service, and delivering Holy Communion to
those who cannot make it to Catholic Mass every Sunday.
Horn will be ordained in May 2018, and is looking forward to serving the Catholic community through
pastoral ministry in the upcoming four years before ordination. He believes that pastoral work will
prepare him very well for his service as an ordained Catholic priest. Horn aspires to lead people to be
filled with gratitude, peace, and joy. He hopes that his parishioners will love Jesus and the Catholic
Church as much as he and that the parishioners will be eager to share their personal accounts of
experiences with Jesus Christ with others. Horn wishes his parish will be a place where people can
experience a part of heaven on earth. Horn is confident that he can lead his parishioners closer to
Christ and that they will be happy in their lives. “I hope to show people that the message of the
Catholic Church is one of joy and hope," says Horn. In addition to being an approachable person, he
is very in tune with his Catholic spirituality.
During his undergrad years at Fontbonne University, Horn was very active in Campus Ministry and
Cross Country, along with Student Government Association, Track and Field, Students for the
Enhancement of Cultural Awareness, Griffin Gang, and did some international service trips. He loves
staying active and serving Christ through his many talents. Coming in to Fontbonne, he did not think
that he would attend seminary, though as a young child, he had thought about wanting to be a priest
when he got older. Horn graduated with a Bachelors in Biological and Physical Sciences from
Fontbonne University in December 2011 and had planned to go on to practice medicine.
Horn states that there were several events in college that has led him to consider Seminary. At 18 years
old Horn “discovered the beauty of Eucharistic Adoration” and grew deeper in his relationship with
Christ. However, in college, Horn struggled accepting the Church’s stance, and even engaged in, extra
marital sex, but eventually realized “that the Lord calls us to a better life and something more”.
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Wrestling with his feelings of guilt about his actions, he became unhappy in his life. When he and a
friend went to Rome in 2010 to visit the Vatican, his life turned around. He felt more full in Christ’s
presence inside the Holy See. He met some priests that gave him advice on how to turn his life around
away from sin. In doing so, Horn has been able to lead a happier life. From his trip to the Vatican,
Horn is filled with faith, hope, and charity and desires to serve others as a Catholic Priest. Horn’s love
for the Church is so important to him that he sets aside an hour for a daily devotion, praying with
Scripture through Lectio Divina and adoring the Lord in the Blessed Sacrament. Horn also prays the
rosary regularly and prays to God through music, singing, and offering intercessory prayer.
In addition to having the opportunities to speak to Priests by the Vatican, Horn visited St. Peter’s
Basilica and reveled in its excavations and saw the remains of St. Peter, the saint who followed
Christ’s footsteps in leading the Church. Horn was so excited to be at the Vatican and Rome that he
explored other sites important to the Roman Catholic heritage, such as several other cathedrals and
viewed early Christian art in what were once hidden places where early Christians gathered to worship
in secrecy.
During our conversation, I asked him how he personally views his destiny serving the Church. He
replied, “just like a man and woman pledge to be together and faithful until death, a priest pledges his
entire self to Jesus and his Church until death. The relationships, both marriage and the priesthood, are
aimed at attaining to the Kingdom of Heaven.”
Horn promises his future parishioners and the world-wide Roman Catholic community that he will set
good examples and focus his practice as a Catholic Priest onto reconnecting with pure, traditional
Roman Catholicism. As Horn prepared himself to leave, our conversation ended with what he once
wrote to me before we met up with each other: “Gaudete in Domino semper”, which means “rejoice in
the Lord always”.
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